Abstract. In the field of experimental mechanics, there exist some circumstances when only data at the boundary can be obtained while the internal data are unavailable, or when some data are missed due to shadow, illumination saturation and other reasons. Thus it would be helpful if a reasonable estimation of the unavailable or missed data can be obtained. In this study, an algorithm is developed to reconstruct the missed data from the existing ones by generating a series of equations about the missed data and solving for an optimal solution using least-squares approach. Results based on both simulation data and real incomplete experimental data obtained by shearography and fringe projection show the usefulness and potential of the algorithm for experimental mechanics applications.
Introduction
Image reconstruction is a broad sense term. Some researchers refer it to "inpainting" problem where some missed areas in an image are restored using Bayesian and variational principles based on the statistic properties of the intact areas [1] [2] [3] . A more majority of researchers in the fields of computer tomography (CT), magnetic resonance and radar astronomy use this term to describe the problem of reconstructing a measurable scalar field from its line integrals at different directions [4] [5] [6] . This kind of problems is normally solved directly using inverse Radon Transform [7] . However, there exist some problems where a vector field instead of a scalar field is to be reconstructed given the line integrals of the inner product of the vector with the direction vector, or where the internal value of a scalar field is to be reconstructed from the boundary value instead of line integrations. These problems are different from CT application, and new methods rather than inverse Radon Transform should be developed to get a solution. Current interpolation methods have been delicately developed for interpolating data between given mesh points. However, methods for interpolating a whole area from boundary data have not yet been well developed. Sandwell [8] developed a biharmonic spline interpolation method and had been successfully used in the field of geophysics. But the method is not as good when applied in experimental mechanics. Previous research done by Gu et al [9] has reported the feasibility of using boundary displacements for internal strains and displacement calculation using computerized tomography, giving an initial trial to solve the proposed problem. In this study, we further develop a direct integral method employing the idea of least squares to obtain an optimal estimation of the internal scalar field as well as the partial differential vector field from the given boundary data. Comparisons are done between the proposed method and the current interpolation methods. Examples using simulation data as well as real experiment data are given, which demonstrate the ability and the potential of the proposed method.
Formulation and Implementation
The problem we try to solve in this study is depicted in Fig. 1 which is sometimes easier to obtain than the internal data.
It should be noted that the above described problem has no unique solution. For a given boundary with function values, there should be infinite solutions for internal values which satisfy the continuously differentiable condition. However, is there a solution which gives the most possible estimation of the internal data? We try to find out a most possible (in some sense) estimation.
To get an optimal estimation, the idea of projecting line through the unknown area, which is used in Radon Transform, is used here to generate equations. When connecting every two boundary points using a straight line and integrating the directional derivative of the function along the line, the result should be the function values difference of these two points. Thus an equations set with respect to ) ,
is generated when all boundary points are connected. 
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Experimental Mechanics in Nano and Biotechnology unknowns. In this application, the function values f , x f and y f over an area formed by dashed line (e. g. the shadowed area as shown in Fig. 2 ) are assumed to be constant.
When projecting a ray from boundary point P1 to P2 through the whole domain, the line intersects with the dashed lines in a series of points shown in Fig. 2 as circular dots. These points, together with P1 and P2, form a series of line segments
on which the functions have a constant value. Thus Eq. (1) is digitized as
is the length of line segment i S , n m, are the indexes of the grid containing line
are the function derivatives at the specified grid.
When all the boundary points of the rectangular domain are connected in some sequence, a series of equations are produced. Noting that the equation number is larger than the unknowns, the equations set is overdetermined and least-squares approach is applied to obtain an optimal solution [10] .
Results and Discussion
The algorithm is first applied on simulated data for validation. Figure 3 (a) shows a square boundary of a computer generated quadratic surface. The black circles indicate the boundary function values. The proposed method is applied on the given boundary data, and reconstructs the internal data as shown in Fig. 3(b) . It can be seen that the reconstructed surface is smooth and fit well with the given boundary data.
Some defected data obtained by experiments are also used to validate the proposed method. Figure  4 (a) shows a butterfly-shape wrapped phase map obtained by shearography when inspecting a metal plate with a vertical crack in the central area. The plate is loaded by thermal impulse and the resultant out-of-plane expansion is captured by a laser thearographic camera set up. It can be seen from Fig. 4 (a) that some fringes in the lower central part are interconnected, thus unwrapping can't be directly applied otherwise false phase values will be obtained. One way to solve this problem is Experiment data obtained from fringe projection method is also used to testify the method. Figure  5 (a) shows a human back where some data are not available due to illumination saturation of this area with exceptionally white surface. Surface fitting methods and bi-cubic, biharmonic interpolation methods are use to reconstruct the missed data, but give out unsatisfying results. The proposed method is then applied. Fig. 5(b) shows the reconstructed human back. It can be seen that the surface generated by the proposed method is smooth and fit quite well with the surrounding data according to our knowledge of human back. Figure 5 (c) shows a 3-D gray value plot of Fig. 5(b) , gives a more clear display.
Conclusions
A new method aiming for reconstructing cracked experiment data has been developed based on a model and the least squares method. Results based on both simulated and real experiment data demonstrate the usefulness and potential of the proposed reconstruction algorithm.
